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INTRODUCTION
As a coach, you probably love working with young athletes,

report, Beyond X’s & O’s: Gender Bias and Coaches of

have your own deep and wide sports story, plus relish both

Women’s College Sports, which looks at the workplace

the challenge and the competition. We also suspect you

experiences of coaches of women’s college sports. The

see coaching athletes as a real contribution to a person’s

results strongly indicate that gender bias is alive and well

character development—beyond the skills and physical

in the college athletic workplace and that female coaches

acumen individuals acquire. Whatever your reasons

experience greater discrimination than male coaches in a

for being a coach, we hope that you are thrilled and

number of areas, from hiring to professional advancement

empowered with your role most of the time.

to salaries to access to resources and more. At various

We also know that there may be events and circumstances

points in this guide we have called out relevant findings.

that could really get in the way—almost making it impossible

The purpose of this guide is to help coaches prevent,

for you to have a positive season or return to coach again.

respond to or even initiate action when faced with difficult

We’re not talking about just having a losing or lousy

professional situations. The format includes commonly

season, because if that was the case, half of us would

(and, yes, frequently) asked questions and answers. Now

routinely disappear. We are talking about the institutional

and then, we’ve also provided a TIP, something to take

and relationship problems that go with the job, but are all

our Theory Into Practice. Suggested resources addressing

too rarely taught or talked about. We’ve been listening for

coaching problems and issues are also listed in the

decades, as the Women’s Sports Foundation fields coaches’

final section.

calls and e-mails daily. We’ve recently completed a research
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PART I: LACK OF ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT/DIRECTION
Q1: Does research reinforce the contention that female

with a gender bias situation. More than 40% of female

and male coaches of women’s teams face gender

coaches said they were “discriminated against because

discrimination? Do female coaches of college women’s

of their gender,” compared to 28% of their male

sports have a more difficult path to hiring, promotions,

colleagues. Almost half (48%) of the female coaches

and pay increases than their male counterparts?

and just over a quarter of the male coaches (27%) in

A: A 2016 nationwide survey by the Women’s Sports
Foundation of female and male coaches of women’s college
sports, documented in Beyond X’s & O’s: Gender Bias and
Coaches of Women’s College Sports, answered these and

the study reported “being paid less for doing the same
job as other coaches.” Twice as many female coaches
as male coaches felt their performance was evaluated
differently because of gender (15% versus 6%).

many more questions about the college sports workplace.

Female Coaches Have Less of a Voice than Male

Findings include:

Coaches. While 65% of female coaches agreed that

Men Said to Have More Professional Advantages
than Women. About two-thirds (65%) of current
coaches felt that it was easier for men to get top-level
coaching jobs, while three-quarters (75%) said men

35% disagreed. Just 36% of female coaches indicated
they were “fully involved with the decision-making
process” within their athletic departments.

had an easier time negotiating salary increases. More

Gender Differences in Job Security and Fair

than half (54%) believed that men are more likely to be

Treatment. Thirty-six percent of female coaches and

promoted, to secure a multiyear contract upon hiring

27% of male coaches agreed that their job security

(52%), and to be rewarded with salary increases for

was “tenuous.” More female coaches (46%) than male

successful performance (53%).

coaches (36%) reported being called upon to perform

Potential Retaliation and Less Pay. Thirty-three
percent of female coaches indicated that they were
vulnerable to potential retaliation if they ask for help
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of female coaches believed so. Just 35% of female

remained eligible, and I didn’t break any rules, my job was

coaches felt men and women “are managed in similar

secure. But lately, many of my friends and colleagues have

ways,” compared to 61% of male coaches.

been dismissed for a variety of reasons, and the coaching

Gender Bias and Title IX Still the “Third Rail.”
While some female and male coaches were hesitant

environment seems unstable. What can I do to feel more
secure in my position?

to speak up about gender bias and Title IX inside

A: Any time you are permitted to work in a vacuum, your

their athletic departments, even more expressed

ability to assess organizational stability is compromised. A

reservations about doing so with university officials

functional work environment should include staff meetings

outside of the athletic department. Overall, 31% of

and ongoing interaction with the athletic director or another

female coaches and 20% of male coaches in this study

administrator to share information related to program

believed that they would “risk their job” if they spoke

philosophy, policies, work expectations and the like. If these

up about Title IX and gender equity. LGBTQ female

interactions do not take place, there are three primary

coaches were the most apt to fear raising concerns

pieces of information that will help you assess the security

about Title IX and gender equity, with 34% believing

of your present work environment.

they would risk their jobs if they spoke up.

First, you have to understand the athletic department

Unequal Resources Between Men’s and Women’s

program model and philosophy. Are all teams viewed

Teams. About one in three (32%) current female

and treated equally (as they are in most high schools) or is

head coaches and 19% of current male head coaches

there a hierarchy of support (i.e., tiering, a more common

believed that men’s sports received more resources

practice on the college level)? If programs are supported

than women’s sports. Less than half (46%) of female

differently, you must find out where your team fits in the

coaches and 58% of male coaches believed that men’s

entire plan to know if it can be easily affected by factors

and women’s teams were treated equally.

outside of your control, such as economic changes, Title IX

Q2: For the most part, I am left alone to conduct the dayto-day business of recruiting, practice and game coaching,

concerns, alumni pressure and admissions strategies. You
should request a written statement of program philosophy.

as well as performing administrative tasks related to my

Second, you should read over your job description to make

team. I have very little interaction with the athletic director

certain you are fulfilling your responsibilities. If no job

or any other administrator. I used to think that as long as

description exists, definitely ask for one.

my team had a respectable winning percentage, athletes
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The third piece of information you need, which may be the

it is essential for the tennis courts to be resurfaced and the

most important, is written evaluation of your work on

athletic director agrees, ask if you can help by meeting with

a yearly (or seasonal) basis. It is in your best interest to

the facilities staff to put together a proposal that includes

have documentation attesting to your work performance,

work to be done, securing three bids and a timeline that

and it serves as a measuring stick to help you know where

can be presented back to the athletic director.

you stand in the organization. If there is no systematic
evaluation process in place, request in writing that your
supervisor supply you with a written evaluation by a
certain date.

If the athletic director continuously rejects your budget
requests or your willingness to help, there could be
other priorities that you do not know about. So without
becoming a nag, ask for information that would help

TIP: For many years, most coaches worked

you to understand why the answer is frequently “no.” If

without formal job descriptions and systematic

student safely is the concern (the courts are buckled and

ways of being evaluated. There is still a resistance

dangerous for players), try to define the concern as one of

by many coaches to embracing employment

risk prevention.

policies. If they are not in place at your institution,
try to convince other staff coaches that they serve
as a means of protection and job security. Then
request, as an entire staff (or district), to have
them implemented.

TIP: Athletic departments are very complex
organizations. Even in small institutions, budgeting
and policy decisions can have a tremendous effect
on the high school or university at large. Very often
coaches work in a vacuum and concentrate only

Q3: I have a good relationship with the athletic director

on their team. They have a tendency to ask for

and feel comfortable asking for things that will improve

the world and fail to prioritize their own requests.

my program. The response is almost always positive, but

Athletic directors can be bombarded with all these

the changes never seem to materialize. I can’t tell if this

requests and may, for survival sake, address very

happens because my program is not valued or the AD is

few of them. It is important for coaches to try to

just too busy. How can I encourage my AD to be more

see the big picture, decide what is truly essential

responsive in a timely manner?

for their program, and determine when might be

A: Whenever you go to your direct supervisor with a request,

the best time to ask.

you should be prepared to offer your time and energy
toward seeing the project through. In other words, if you feel
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Q4: When I took my current job, the program was at a
sub-par level. I saw that there was a lot of potential for
improvement. Over the past few years, my team has been
one of the most successful programs in the department.
We not only win, but also have a strong booster group. Yet,
the level of financial support of my program hasn’t
changed at all, and other teams, who have not had the
success we have, continue to get all the perks. The booster
group has asked if they can help. Should I rally the

About one in three (32%) current
female head coaches and 19% of
current male head coaches believed
that men’s sports received more
resources than women’s sports.

booster club to put pressure on the administration?
A: First, it is important to understand that booster
clubs do not determine sport budgets. Approval of the

is obligated to find other resources to provide the same
benefits to a proportional number of female athletes.

budget for each sport is the responsibility of the school

Coaches are in the best position if they work hard to

administration. Second, Title IX holds school administrators

develop their fundraising success but do so fully in

responsible for ensuring that male and female athletes

synchronization with the wishes of the AD with regard to

receive equal opportunities to participate, enjoy equal

program goals and priorities. Coaches should try to tie

levels of competition, and are provided equal treatment and

their budget requests to these program goals and should

benefits such as equal facilities, locker rooms, promotional

always demonstrate cost effectiveness and responsible

efforts, equipment, uniforms, etc. When revenues come

use of resources. A conversation with the AD on explicit

to the institution from all sources, those revenues don’t

objectives is essential to determining alignment with

necessarily belong to the sport. For instance, a school

actual costs and development. When you build a budget

district can direct that all gate receipts in all sports be used

based on the AD’s stated goals (which represent program

to benefit the entire sport program, not just the sport that

philosophy), you stand a better chance of making your case

generates the gate receipts. The educational institution is

for additional resources.

obligated to honor the wishes of donors if they designate
their contributions for specific sports or purposes. However,
if the institution accepts the individual or booster club
“restricted” donation and uses it for the purpose indicated,
if that use results in, let’s say, 15% of all male athletes
receiving benefits that female athletes do not, the institution

8
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However, Title IX requires schools to treat male and female

other words, if 50% of all male athletes are treated better

programs equitably regardless of the funding available to

than all other males and female athletes, 50% of all female

specific teams.

athletes must be treated in the same way. The placement

It is also important to understand that men’s sports

of sports within tiers can be based on several factors, such

programs typically receive more donor support because

as tradition, facilities, conference play and, yes, revenue

they have been around longer and promoted over a

production, as long as the percentages of male and female

long period of time. They have more alumni who have

athletes in each tier are equal. If such a tiering model is

previously participated and can now be solicited for

used at your institution, you should request a statement

contributions. Or, at the high school level, a sport like

of the criteria used to make up the tiers to assess whether

football may demonstrate greater fundraising success

your sport, if not in the highest tier, has a chance of moving

because a larger team size simply means more parents

up. In some cases there may be flexibility within the model,

who can help fundraise. It also may be true that, contrary

but for the most part, changing a sport from one tier to the

to Title IX, schools are not equally promoting men’s and

next is difficult because it reflects institutionally determined

women’s sports in an effort to remedy these past historical

sport priorities. Ask the athletic director to identify where

discriminatory practices. This being said, if the school

your sport fits and if there is any potential to move up to

or college administration allows booster clubs to provide

the next tier. If there are no plans to elevate your sport and

benefits or services to the men’s teams that the women’s

other sports within your tier are receiving the same level of

teams do not receive or fails to equally promote men’s and

treatment, you may have to live with a pat on the back for a

women’s sports, institutional Title IX compliance is at risk.

job well done.

Last, it is important to recognize that some high schools

TIP: If you rally the troops to help elevate your

and many universities utilize a major-minor sports model

program without the support of your AD, it could

that creates two or more funding and treatment levels

be a double-edged sword. Sometimes it creates the

or “tiers.” The primary reason is economic. Very few

change you are looking for, but it also may result

institutions can afford a full-time coaching staff for every

in management engaging in retribution or the

sport, new uniforms every season and upgrades of all

booster group getting frustrated with their lack of

facilities to professional standards. The practice of tiering

power. If the tiering model is not a Title IX violation

is permissible as long as gender equity exists within each

but simply a matter of institutional choice in sport

tier, meaning the percentage of male and female athletic

emphasis, you may have to settle with the status

participants—not teams—within each tier are equal. In

quo. If you are dissatisfied with the support of
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your program, consider a job at another institution

essential to talk to your immediate supervisor, ask for a day

that positions your sport with greater regard and

to inform your AD before the reference call is made.

resources. But remember…the top-tier teams and

Given your analysis that your AD interprets marketplace

their coaches will usually be faced with a lot more

exploration as disloyalty, if you are not currently actively

pressure to win and less job security.

seeking other positions, you may want to have a

Q5: Although I enjoy my current position, I am always

conversation with the AD explaining that you are not in

investigating what other opportunities exist in the

the marketplace but are often contacted with regard to

marketplace. However, it is clear that my AD thinks that

interest in applying for positions at other institutions, and,

this practice is disloyal, and I’ve seen it create a poor

if this ever happens and you are seriously considering

relationship between the AD and another coach. How do I

such opportunities, you will always let the AD know. Such

apply for other positions, yet be certain that my AD will

a trust-building conversation may head off AD concerns

not find out about it?

about loyalty.

A: If you are worried that your job search sets you up for

Q6: Another coach in my department is doing

retribution, there are two key strategies that may help.

something unethical (e.g., breaking a governing body rule,

The first is to identify another person at your institution

having an affair with an athlete, slandering an opposing

who could attest to your qualifications and who is willing

coach during the recruiting process), and my perception

to serve as a confidential reference. Write the cover letter

is that the administration knows about it and is ignoring it.

that goes along with your application for the job, clearly

What should I do?

stating that you do not want anyone at your institution being

A: This is a tough question because some “bad” coaching

contacted except for the person you have listed. The second

behaviors are unethical (e.g., breaking a rule on the number

approach is to state, “…in the event that I become a serious

of practice hours per day) and might be considered a minor

candidate for the job, I would appreciate a phone call and at

transgression, and others are criminal (e.g., having a sexual

that time I will provide the names and numbers of other key

relationship with an underage student-athlete is felony

references.” Hopefully, a potential employer will honor your

rape). The first issue is realizing that silence in either case

wishes because it shows your respect for the colleagues

is acceptance. As coaches and educators (and a coach is

in your current environment. If phone contact is made, get

both) our primary responsibility is to our student-athletes’

as much information about the job as you can to assess if

safety and well-being. A close second is our responsibility to

you are interested. If you are, and the caller states that it is

the integrity of the educational institution.
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It is perhaps worthwhile to meet the problem directly and

to be a perceived problem, you will be obligated to share

approach the offender first. Describe what your concern is

your concerns with an administrator. That alone could

and ask if it is justified. If the coach denies the accusation

create a change in behavior. Insisting that the coach stop

and you have no concrete proof, you have little recourse.

the behavior or self-report and ask for help could be an

However, it is also a good strategy to remind someone that

effective remedy.

perception can be as damaging as reality and changing this
perception may be required. This could obligate someone to

If these strategies don’t work, identify a campus resource

rewind and then reset their behavior.

person who you can speak with confidentially, assuming
that you do not have confidence in the athletic director

If you do have proof or the coach admits that the problem

or another athletic administrator. Very often, a dean

exists, then you must decide what would be the appropriate

of students, vice principal, human resources director,

action based on the severity of the offense. If a student

compliance officer or director of the counseling center will

is victimized, you probably have some evidence—whether

provide another avenue for dealing with these situations.

it comes via your own experience, hearsay, or from other
students. It is our obligation as adults charged with a

TIP: Too often, athletic departments position

responsibility for students’ well-being to report these

themselves as separate entities from the rest of

situations. This might vary in an adult learning environment

the campus community. This form of isolation

with individuals over 21.

does not bode well when problems arise. Individual
coaches should get to know other administrators,

In a less contentious circumstance, remind the coach

staff and faculty on campus and create

that these issues affect how the athletic department is

professional and collegial relationships. That will

viewed and that the entire staff is compromised. If you

go a long way when help is needed.

think it is appropriate, tell the coach that if this continues
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PART II: ATHLETE AND PARENT ISSUES
Q7: When I was an athlete, we did whatever the coach
told us to do. We never questioned decisions about playing
time or game strategies. Now it seems that players and
parents think they have a right to question or criticize
almost every decision I make. What are their rights,
and how can I prevent or handle such situations?
A: Coaches can do a lot to head off some of these
problems, and you would be wise to put in the effort up

While 5% of male coaches
believed that male coaches were
“favored over female coaches” by
management, 31% of female coaches
believed so.

front, as much as possible. At the high school level, a
pre-season meeting with parents or e-mail/letter to parents

challenges, the athletes and parents may gain momentum

is highly recommended. Setting up clear expectations for

in the locker rooms and on the bleachers. So, saying that

athletes’ behavior is essential at every level. Provide written

you are approachable and actually being approachable

policy documentation to the players, bring other school

should be pretty appealing to your players and their parents.

administrators to the meeting, and let the students know
that your agreements are important. Tell athletes (and their
parents) that you’re approachable and willing to address
their individual concerns. Conversations like this are more

When you are faced with a situation such as an angry
parent or athlete, here are a few simple guidelines:
• Respond with a positive tone. Tell the athlete or the

effective when they are planned and in your office (or a

parent that this is not the best time or place for

neutral space) than on the field during a game!

discussion and they are invited to please contact you
tomorrow to set up a meeting.

As a confident and competent coach, your decisions are
justified by your observations and analysis. Sharing this

• Avoid anger and refrain from responding to questions or

information with players can be important. Too often,

criticisms in any way until there is a calmer emotional

when athletes or parents challenge a coach, they do it out

environment. Maintain your composure. The same is

of anger and want answers right away. However, many

true of today’s instant message moments on e-mail

of the problems coaches face reflect upon the attitude of

and cell phones. Don’t just hit “reply.” Give an enraged

the person asking the questions. If you totally avoid these

parent and yourself a night’s rest to ensure a well-
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reasoned and thoughtful answer. Take the time to

benefits vs. personal opinions is a more effective place

prepare yourself by making the time to set up a meeting.

to close the conversation.

• Prior to any meeting with prospective parent or student

• In the case of a parent complaint, you may want to

complainants, inform the athletic director about any

finish by saying, “and my only suggestion is that you

specific incident and ask for guidance. It is important

may want to pursue this further with my supervisor.

that the athletic director knows what is going on before

Would you like the name and contact information?”

the parent escalates an issue by going directly to the AD.

TIP: Dealing with parents can be very complex.

• You might want to avoid meeting alone with the athlete

Many coaches make the mistake of getting too

or the parent. Having the assistant coach, another

close to parents, which, in essence, allows the

coach or the athletic director present can mellow out

parents to feel like they have a certain amount of

the tone of talk and ensure you are not being accused

ownership in the program. Coaches should keep

of inappropriate behavior during the meeting. This

a respectful distance from parents and should not

concern may be important if you are being unfairly

give them any reason to believe that they should

blamed for harassment, racist or sexist comments,

have any say about training techniques, strategies

or similar unprofessional conduct. Likewise, it would

employed or anything else that is not directly

be just as important for the student’s and parent’s

related to the welfare of their own child.

protection to have an additional adult present if you are
dealing with coaches who have the potential to become
abusive or aggressive.
• If at any time the athlete or parent behaves in an uncivil
manner or threatens you, end the meeting immediately
and report it to the athletic director.
• If you and the athlete or parent cannot agree, and all

Q8: Coach-athlete relationships are being scrutinized
more and more. Charges of sexual harassment are
increasing, and I find myself nervous about patting an
athlete on the back or meeting with her in private. Am I
being paranoid, or is there a reason to be concerned?
A: There is a very real reason to be concerned. The coachathlete relationship is a very powerful one. For decades,

issues have been discussed, end the meeting by saying

sport organizations allowed and even encouraged coaches

something like, “It does not appear that we are going

to abuse that power in many ways. Unfortunately, the

to agree. I have to make the decisions that I think are

shift away from those practices has been slow, and many

right for our team.” Setting this in the context of team

coaches continue to control athletes through bullying,
intimidation and harassment or engage in prohibited
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conduct such as romantic or sexual relationships. It is

should strive for a positive coaching style that empowers

essential that you analyze your own behaviors as a coach

athletes, avoids abuse of power, and utilizes motivational

and try to determine if the strategies you employ to motivate

techniques that do not depend on fear, humiliation or trade

athletes are in your players’ best interests and would be

of affections. The issue of coach-athlete relationships is too

just as appropriate if used in any classroom. Every coach

broad to cover in detail in this guidebook.

TIP: Every coach should be trained to know and follow the sexual harassment policies included in their campus
handbook. The school administrator responsible for sexual harassment complaints should be invited to a required
seasonal athletic department staff meeting to review appropriate and inappropriate behaviors between faculty and
students—as these naturally apply to coach-athlete relationships.
Even if you feel confident that your coaching behaviors do not cross the line regarding the coach-athlete relationship,
you must still protect yourself from frivolous accusations athletes may make. Unfortunately, there have been
cases when athletes have lied about coaches’ behavior because they wanted to get back at the coach for some
other reason. Therefore, it is prudent avoid situations in which you are alone with an athlete. Though it may seem
somewhat impractical at times, you should try to keep your door ajar when meeting one-on-one with athletes, even
in your own office. Never entertain athletes at your home unless it is a full-team function, you have school and/or AD
permission and other representatives of the school are present.
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TIP: While many teachers’ and educational

• Before you begin, clearly state the purpose of

organizations are telling adults to stop touching

the touch. Ask for permission, even in casual

students, that’s not easily accomplished when

ways. “I’m going to rotate your tossing arm

touch is integral to athletic instruction. Is it

well over your head now. Relax you shoulder a

possible to touch students in appropriate and

bit. Is that OK?”

effective ways? Absolutely.

• Reassure students who are not comfortable

A few suggestions will help you (and your players)

with touch that they may pull away, talk to

define physical contact that is safe and purposeful.

you or just cue you (“I’ll do it.”). Let them

For some students, their experience with touch

know that you’ll use other techniques to help

may be sadly limited to negative physicality

them achieve.

(punishment and abuse) or sexuality. Your nonverbal contact and effective instructional touch
may be a new and important experience for them.
• Congratulatory touching such as “high fives”
or pats on the back or head are acceptable
while body hugs or pats on the buttocks
are not.

• Let students choose partners when their
interactions require touching.
• Clearly prohibit your athletes from harassing
or taunting others if touch is a sensitive issue
for them.
• Be public about your practice. Don’t touch

• Explain at the beginning of the season that
you trust them to be aware of and responsible

students when you are alone with them.
• If you touch, touch equitably. Don’t have

for their personal safety. That includes their

hands-on contact with some athletes (a

right to decide who touches them—where,

favored few) and avoid others altogether.

when and why. This has important carry-over
to their development. Explain that the purpose
of your contact will be to move them in more
skilled ways (“stretch off the opposite foot”)
or to help them avoid movements that are
unsound (“too much torque in your knee”).
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Q9: Often, parents call me digging for information

If it is a major problem, you should seek counsel from

about their child. In some instances, the athlete has

the appropriate resource person on how to handle the

confided in me, but I feel that I would be breaching a level

parent inquiry.

of confidentiality if I share that information with the parent.
On the other hand, I’m not sure if telling the parent is my
responsibility or if I am liable if something does happen.
How should I handle these situations?

TIP: Familiarize yourself with institutional policies
that relate to student confidentiality. For example,
at the high school level where most students are
minors, the parent has a right to all information

A: There are really two questions here: 1) What do I do

about his or her child. Once a student becomes

when athletes come to me about personal problems? and

an adult, the situation reverses. Many universities

2) Do I tell the athlete’s parents? Coaches are educators

refer to the Buckley Amendment that, in essence,

and should be accessible to student-athletes and willing

refers to students as adults and states that it is a

to help them through difficult situations. If the problem

violation of their rights to share information about

is relatively minor (struggling with a bad grade), you

them with anyone (parents included) without first

can help the athlete design strategies for improving the

acquiring written approval from the student to

situation. However, you should never advise athletes about

do so.

issues outside your area of expertise. In the case of a
major problem, your role is to be a good listener and help
steer the athlete to the appropriate resource person, like
a counselor or social services expert. In addition, avoid
sharing your own opinions or biases or telling athletes
about your own personal experiences related to the topic at
hand such as drug use, abortion, religion, eating disorders,
abusive relationships and sexuality.
The question of whether to share information with a
parent is more complex. If the problem is minor and
there seems to be no imminent risk to the athlete, coachathlete confidentiality should be maintained. However, if

If you are dealing with athletes who are minors,
it is a good idea to tell your athletes that, while
you are not going to run to their parents if issues
arise that do not place the athlete at risk, you are
obligated to discuss any issue if questioned by
a parent.
A coach who promises to talk personally with
a player and not tell her parent is risking an
unhealthy relationship with the athlete. Secrecy is
a privilege of friendship and not characteristic of a
professional relationship with a coach.

a parent questions you about an issue involving her or his
child, if the child is a minor, you are obligated to respond.
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Q10: The parent of one of my athletes criticizes her

TIP: Taunting and trash talk have been prohibited

performance no matter how well or how poorly she

in some professional sports, the NBA for example,

plays. In fact, her performance seems to be contingent on

yet high school and college students, along with

whether or not her parent attends the game. Should I talk

their parents, can too quickly become part of a

to the parent about this and suggest an alternative strategy

crowd mentality. If the negativity of one parent

or request skipping the games?

becomes public and turns into trash talk, know

A: The first step is to make sure that the athlete feels the

that the National Federation of High School

same way about the parent’s behavior. If so, perhaps you

Associations prohibits “baiting, taunting acts

could suggest a three-way discussion about the problematic

or words,” and “any form of taunting which is

effect the parent’s behavior is having for the athlete and her

intended or designed to embarrass, ridicule or

team. If the athlete is reluctant to have that conversation,

demean others…on the basis of race, religion,

another strategy is for the district (or the athletic

gender or national origin.”1 This or a similar public

department) to distribute an educational brochure for all

address system statement about the importance

athletes’ parents, addressing the challenges of competitive

of sportsmanship and positive conduct by both

sport and the role of parents. This brochure would help

players and fans participating in extracurricular

to educate parents, but could be referenced if you must

educational activities should be considered as a

confront a problematic parent. If the criticism to the student

good prevention strategy.

is coming from the stands (rather than a post-game

Q11: As a coach and educator, I know it is an

discussion in the car) the parent’s actions might impact the

expectation by my school, parents and athletes that I

climate of the game. The athletic director may need to step

am a role model. How much should this expectation

into the situation to support the coach, the individual athlete

affect my personal life? Can I smoke in public, go

and the whole team.

with friends to the local pub, attend political or advocacy

The Positive Coaching Alliance (PCA) conducts workshops

functions?

(even online) for parents, teaching life lessons through

A: You must understand that you are a public figure whose

sports. Its resources genuinely strengthen the parent-child

behavior will be judged by many people. As a general rule,

relationship and would be beneficial for anyone.

maintaining a high standard of professional behavior in any
1
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public setting is essential. Most experienced coaches (and

any meds or pills should be done by an athletic trainer or

educators) will avoid going to bars, restaurants or other

physician. Suggesting that athletes take a good general

public places where they will meet their students. Smoking

vitamin is acceptable, but let your school’s athletic trainers,

or drinking excessively in public is best avoided. Even

nurses and physicians do that. Putting information on

something that may seem less problematic (e.g., talking

weight control and supplements into the school’s athletic

on a cell phone while driving with students in your car) still

policies on conditioning focuses on creating a healthy

reflects your position as mentor in a student’s eyes. As a

training environment rather than an area of concern.

public figure you are a role model, whether you want to be

Several useful policies and position statements are available

or not. The higher your visibility in the community, the more

with our Substance Use Position Statements.

this may restrict your activities in public places.

Q13: How can I respond to parents who are concerned

Q12: There seems to be a lot more attention on certain

about the possibility that their daughter might have

athlete performance topics. To what extent am I

lesbian teammates or coaches?

permitted to advise my athletes in the areas of weight
management, natural supplement use, etc.?

A: Before answering the question, ask parents if they
would say more about their concerns. This gives you a

A: Weight management advice and its connection to eating

little time to gather your thoughts and provide specific

disorders is a serious problem in women’s sports. You

information about their worries. You can also tell parents

should consult with the athletic trainer, student health

that one of the benefits of playing sports is the opportunity

center or school nurse regarding appropriate ways of

to learn to work with people across differences and that

dealing with the issue of weight or eating disorders. In

this experience is good preparation for living and working

general, you should never have athletes “weigh in” or

in an increasingly diverse world. Tell parents that you

criticize an athlete for her weight. Examine our educational

expect all of your athletes to treat each other with respect

resources on eating disorders and dealing with the topic of

and to learn to work together as a team. Women’s teams

weight by reviewing Obesity and Physical Activity.

often include athletes and coaches who are different from

Also be very cautious in prescribing any ingestible
that might be perceived as a “performance-enhancing
substance.” Never give any athlete any pill, including
any over-the-counter non-prescription medicines, routine
headache tablets, supplements and vitamins. Passing out
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have lesbians on your team or among your coaching staff

Lesbian-baiting is typically less about sexual orientation

as a way to relieve their concerns. This answer assumes

and more about gender equity. The underlying purpose

that parents’ fears about lesbians are legitimate and does

of the baiting is to intimidate women who participate in

not address negative stereotypes about lesbian athletes

activities, like sports, that some people think should be

and coaches. If you know of other coaches who engage

reserved for males. People who engage in lesbian-baiting

in negative recruiting (warning parents about lesbians in

hope to distract women athletes, spoil their concentration

the programs of rival schools), propose that your school,

or make them self-conscious about being strong and skillful.

conference or coaches association take a more active role

Encourage team members to think about why some people

in preventing this unethical practice. One of the strongest

think being called a lesbian is an insult. Discuss some

resources on the subject is Recruiting – Women’s Sports

of the negative stereotypes about lesbians and how it is

Foundation Response to Negative Recruiting/Slander Based

unfair to judge any group of people based on stereotypes.

on Sexuality: The Foundation Position.

Ask them to think about how it hurts lesbian athletes and

Q14: How can I help everyone on the staff and team,
regardless of sexual orientation, respond effectively to
lesbian-baiting or anti-gay name-calling from fans or
another team?

their families and friends to hear the word “lesbian” used
in hateful ways. Encourage team members to tell you if
other teams or fans are lesbian-baiting. You can address
this with the other coach or school officials. Ask the team
for examples of how they could respond directly in ways

A: This is a great opportunity to help young women

that disarm the power of lesbian-baiting. Across all areas of

understand the motivations behind the lesbian-baiting

diversity, one pro-active response is “I need to let you know

that impacts all women athletes. Plan on having a team

that offends me and the people at my school/on my team/

discussion and ask them to talk about their feelings when

in this community.”

this happens, ask them what they think someone might
hope to achieve by calling them lesbians, and discuss
several effective ways to respond when this happens.
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PART III: TITLE IX CONCERNS
Q15: I’m worried that my school is not compliant with

vs. sport, comparison. It is permitted for a school to pour

Title IX. How do I find out if we are complying?

resources into the women’s swimming and soccer teams,

A: Coaches are often in the best position to evaluate
whether a school’s athletic program is compliant with Title
IX. It is important that you, as a coach, are familiar with
what the law requires and know how to be an advocate for
your team. In order to learn more about Title IX, please read
A Title IX Primer; this is a comprehensive guide that will
explain all of the nuts and bolts of what compliance entails.
Next, for ideas on how to put that plan into action, check
out: Step by Step: A Practical Guide to Assessing and
Achieving Gender Equity in School Sports. This includes

and the men’s basketball and tennis teams, leaving the
other teams on starvation budgets. In such a scenario the
women’s basketball team could be getting much less than
the men’s basketball team and the institution considered in
compliance with Title IX, as long as the men’s and women’s
overall programs are equal.
Q17: My school is not in compliance with Title IX. I’m really
worried about retaliation and employment practices which
may disadvantage me. Am I protected from retaliation if
I stand up for my team?

effective strategies on how to achieve compliance in

A: Title IX contains a strong prohibition against retaliation.

your program.

In fact, the Supreme Court ruled in Jackson v. Birmingham

Q16: Where should Title IX comparisons be made? Do I
compare my salary and program with other schools or
to the same sport for male athletes at my institution?
A: Such comparisons must be made within your own
school. The relevant comparison is the benefits provided
to female athletes in all sports compared to male athletes
in all sports at your institution. A legally incorrect defense
presented much too frequently is, “We’re doing better than

that retaliation against coaches raising Title IX concerns is
strictly prohibited under Title IX.
After you have reviewed A Title IX Primer and Step by Step:
A Practical Guide to Assessing and Achieving Gender Equity
in School Sports, there are three short cuts to consider if
you choose to avoid confronting the issue with the residual
possibility of retaliation:
1. Identify a tenured faculty member within your

other schools.” It is also important to remember that Title IX

institution of higher education, preferably on a school

uses a whole program vs. whole program, rather than sport

or university committee addressing women’s issues,
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who is willing to raise the issue of Title IX at your

for additional information based on your complaint,

institution. At the high school level, this person might

it is obligated to keep your identity confidential if

be a member of the school district administrative staff

you request it. For more information about filing a

who supports the rights of students and gender equity

complaint with the OCR, please see the 15th step in

or a member of the elected school board who is a

our Step by Step: A Practical Guide to Assessing and

parent with a daughter who plays sports. This initiative

Achieving Gender Equity in School Sports.

should include a request for a Title IX self-evaluation by

TIP: It is not uncommon for a coach to be

the institution, preferably by a school-wide task force,

suspected of raising Title IX issues even if others

and the subsequent development of recommendations

raise them. Because the law strictly prohibits

to bring the school into compliance.

retaliation, your best protection may be to raise

2. Seek the assistance of a key influential parent who is

your gender equity concerns directly and in writing

willing to take on this issue. Ask the parent to play a

in a very helpful, polite and non-threatening way.

front-person role with you helping behind the scenes.

Focus on the student-athletes and their rights.

Guide the parent through a process of education about

Express your confidence that the institution is

the provisions of Title IX, meeting with school officials

committed to Title IX compliance. Remember that

to raise concerns in a professional manner and, if

dealing with equity issues is a lot like strategizing

necessary, meeting with school boards, trustees or

to win a game. If you are ever accused of

elected public officials if internal meetings do not result

raising gender equity concerns or hear of talk

in improvements.

in that regard, make sure you protect yourself
by documenting and, from that point forward,

3. File a confidential grievance with the Office for Civil

keeping a daily log of any actions on the part of

Rights (OCR) of the U.S. Department of Education. Do

colleagues or administrators that create a negative

this only if you are fully convinced that you will not be

or accusatory climate.

filing a lawsuit and will be satisfied with a reasonable
result. While the OCR might need to contact you
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PART IV: COMPENSATION EQUITY
Q18: Does Title IX apply to coaches as well
as to athletes? Does it address unequal
compensation patterns?
A: In addition to its protections against retaliation of
coaches, Section 86.51 of Title IX prohibits discrimination

Almost half (48%) of the female
coaches report “being paid less for
doing the same job as other coaches.”

on the basis of sex in regards to employment. It specifically
requires educational institutions to make employment
decisions in a nondiscriminatory manner and prohibits the

with discrimination in compensation on the basis of gender.

segregation or classification of applicants or employees

Title VII forbids discrimination because of sex against any

in any way that could adversely affect any applicant’s or

individual in hiring or with respect to his/her compensation,

employee’s employment opportunities or status because

terms, condition and privileges of employment. The Equal

of sex. This includes any decisions made with regard to

Pay Act prohibits employers from paying employees at a

rates of pay or any other form of compensation, or changes

rate less than employees of the opposite sex at the same

in compensation. If you feel that you are being paid less

establishment for equal work on jobs that require the

because either you are the coach of a women’s team or

same skill, effort and responsibility performed under the

because you are female, this could violate Title IX.

same conditions.

Q19: I feel that I am being underpaid because I’m coaching

In the fall of 1997, the Equal Employment Opportunity

a female team. What are my rights?

Commission (EEOC) issued an example-filled directive.

A: Title IX protects both female and male coaches of female
teams from forms of pay discrimination if they are made
because of you are coaching a women’s team. (See Answer
17, beginning on page 20).

Enforcement Guidance on Sex Discrimination in the
Compensation of Sports Coaches in Educational Institutions
addresses coaches’ compensation equity. In this directive,
the EEOC interprets both Title VII and the Equal Pay Act as
these laws relate to discriminatory employment situations

In addition, female coaches could have additional recourses

frequently experienced by female coaches. This document

under the Equal Pay Act 1963 and Title VII of the Civil

provides coaches with ammunition with which to attack

Rights Act of 1964. These two laws are concerned solely

compensation discrimination.
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Q20: What factors are important to salary

EPA, jobs have to be substantially equal. Under both the

discrimination claims?

EPA and Title VII, a “comparator” must always exist when

A: Factors include coaching records, experience,
educational degrees, graduation rates, National Collegiate

making claims of salary discrimination —someone of the
opposite sex being treated better.

Athletic Association rule compliance, coaches’ contracts

Q21: What are the guidelines to determine equal

(length, terms, perks), and annual job reviews or

pay? Do institutions have any say in determining the

evaluations. There are many perfectly acceptable reasons

guidelines? In examining equal pay, must an institution

that the school can use to pay someone more than

take into consideration the fact that women do not have

someone else. Having more education or experience or

the same opportunity to coach men that men have to

being more skilled or successful are all valid reasons to

coach women?

receive more money.

A: Once the minimum annual salary and expectations of

It is important to note that it doesn’t matter where the

all coaches of men’s and women’s teams are established,

dollars come from. Even if a booster club or alumni

compensation over that amount is usually determined

group provides part of a coaches’ salary, the courts

on the basis of five criteria: (1) educational preparation

and government agencies will “count” it as part of the

(degrees, coaching certification), (2) experience (years

compensation package. If sporting good company or the

of coaching experience), (3) past demonstrated success

booster club gives the men’s coach money, even as a

(numbers of conference, regional or national championships

stipend, that income is viewed as salary just as if the school

or coaching awards), (4) scope of basic coaching duties

had given him or her money.

(percentage of team recruited vs. walk-on players, local vs.

Under the Equal Pay Act (EPA) and Title VII, salary
includes not just money, but “in kind” benefits as well,
such as use of a car, health or country-club memberships,
complementary tickets to other sports events, life insurance,
and discounts for children at the school. EPA and Title VII
analysis also looks at the type of employment; whether one
gender has long-term contracts, or any contracts, and the
other gender does not; or whether one gender is routinely
reviewed formally and the other gender is not. Under the
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national or international recruiting, supervision of large staff
of assistants), and (5) assigned duties above basic coaching
duties (fundraising, public speaking, teaching classes).
“Marketplace” does not affect the salary of currently
employed coaches but does have an impact on the salary
of newly employed coaches obtained in the marketplace.
So, when an educational institution employs only males
as coaches of men’s teams and pays these coaches more
than coaches of women’s teams, the institution may be
placing itself in a position for current or prospective female
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employees to claim sex discrimination. See the Equal

teams. This is also important as it strongly ties

Employment Opportunity Commission Notice referenced

your claim to Title IX.

above for important examples of permissible and nonpermissible salary differences between coaches of men’s

The EEOC can discover all the information you don’t have.

and women’s teams.

The advantage of going to the EEOC first is that if the EEOC
collects a lot of information and then decides not to sue,

Q22: What specific information is needed to file a

your lawyer can file a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

complaint or a lawsuit about coaches’ salaries?

request from the EEOC, and you will have all the information

A: In order to address issues under Title VII or the Equal

necessary for a lawsuit at very little cost to you.

Pay Act, you will want to consider filing an administrative

Q23: If I file a grievance against my employer for

complaint with the Equal Employ Opportunity Commission.

salary reasons and get fired, what recourse do Ihave?

For information on how to file a complaint with the EEOC,
please review the information at https://www.eeoc.gov/

A: Title IX, Title VII and the Equal Pay Act all contain

employees/howtofile.cfm.

protections against retaliation. You are better protected if
you file a grievance against your employer than if you didn’t

Please note that certain claims have time limits for which

file one. Retaliation may be an easier claim to prove than

they must be filed. Be sure to consult with the EEOC to

discrimination if there is a clear connection between your

comply with the appropriate statute of limitations so you do

grievance and your termination. Thus, filing a complaint

not lose your right to bring your claim.

should actually be viewed as job security.

TIP: It is important to understand that the Equal

TIP: Put your grievances in writing and keep a

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has

copy for your personal records. Be sure to keep

a large caseload and limited resources. Therefore,

copies of all correspondences you have with the

if you pursue a case, you must be as helpful as

school in regard to this matter.

possible. The more factual evidence you present,
the easier it is for this agency to help you. If you

Q24: How can I find out salaries and budgets of other

do file a grievance, be sure to also ask for more

coaches and sports at my school?

resources (facilities, equipment, scholarships—the

A: For public educational institutions, you should go to the

areas of fair treatment) for your athletes. Compare

university archives or school district records to get budgets

the overall resources afforded female athletes with

and salaries. Most states have “open records” or “freedom

male athletes, not compared to other women’s

of information” laws that permit any citizen to obtain these
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records for the cost of duplication. These requests are
called FOIA or Freedom of Information Act Requests. You
can have a third party make the request for you. You do not

Q26: Is seniority an issue in determining equal pay?
A: Yes. It is a valid reason to pay someone more.

need to give a reason for the request. Private institutions

Q27: It often seems that the issue of marketplace value

are not covered by such open records laws. However, most

presents extreme problems not only for coaches of women’s

private colleges, like public high schools and colleges,

teams but also for coaches of “non-revenue” men’s sports.

are recipients of federal funds. These institutions must

How does the issue of marketplace value affect pay

comply with the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act, which

equity? Who determines marketplace value?

requires annual reporting of a number of athletic program
statistics, including participation, operating budgets,
scholarship expenditures and coaches’ salaries. You can
find that information online at http://ope.ed.gov/athletics/
Index.aspx. Some of this data is in the aggregate and may
not be helpful if you are looking for a single individual’s
salary for coaching a specific sport. The only way to get
this information from an educational institution that does
not receive federal funds would be through the discovery
process in a lawsuit.

A: There are several considerations related to marketplace.
First, the employer should not be defining marketplace
as the “coach of a women’s team.” Marketplace should
be “basketball coach” or “volleyball coach” without
regard to the gender of players. Second, while bringing
in a new employee at a higher salary may be justified
by the marketplace, if current employees have the same
performance, expertise or experience, the gap between new
employee and current employee salaries should be closed
within several years. Sex discrimination in the marketplace

Q25: Can the issue of revenue (ticket sales, major

that results in lower pay for jobs done by women will not be

gifts) preclude me from equal pay?

supported by the marketplace value defense.

A: Only if the school has given you and the coach of the
men’s team the same resources to be able to get ticket
sales. The school cannot discriminate on the basis of
gender in the allocation of such resources.
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PART V: SPECIAL CONCERNS OF MEN
COACHING WOMEN
Q28: Do the same laws and rules that apply to women

institution’s policy regarding coach-athlete or teacher-

coaching women’s teams apply also to men coaching

student relationships. Using one’s heterosexuality to

women’s teams?

promote the presumed safety between a male coach and

A: Yes. Title IX prohibits men from being paid less because
they coach women. Under employment laws such as
Title VII and the Equal Pay Act, it is a bit more difficult for
men to prove discrimination than women in the area of
employment. Men would have a cause of action if they
can prove they are being treated differently or underpaid

a female player is unethical and is a form of negative
recruiting. Please review Recruiting: The Women’s Sports
Foundation Response to Negative Recruiting/Slander Based
on Sexuality: The Foundation Position. Imagine if another
category of diversity (race, ethnicity or age) was cited as a
reason to dismiss a person’s professional worth.

because of their gender (male). Typically, that is not the

Q30: As a man who is working with young, female

case; male coaches are being discriminated against

athletes, sometimes the players are vulnerable to the

because of the gender of their athletes, and thus Title IX

energy and passion I bring to the game. How do I make

would apply.

sure I have their respect rather than their special

Q29: How do I respond to parents who tell me that

(romantic) interest?

they want their daughter to play for a man because

A: The position of coach is esteemed, and it is unrealistic

they are worried about lesbian coaches?

to assume that today’s young girls and women might not

A: It is very important that you do not feed into a
homophobic stereotype even though you are trying to
recruit this athlete. A clear and positive response is to
cite your university or school diversity policy that relates
to acceptance of all people, which probably includes a
sexual orientation clause, and confirm that all athletes

find themselves drawn to an older male, one in authority
over something they cherish—sports. It is also possible that
the inherent connection can breed affection. It is absolutely
the coach’s responsibility, as the adult, educator and
professional, to set clear boundaries for each and every one
of his players. Favoritism is too visible to teammates and

are welcome on your team. You should also review your
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can be easily misinterpreted by adolescents who are not yet

handle a greater amount of the home work than men. You

mature or sophisticated to navigate what they see and feel.

are, however, a role model to your female athletes and

Don’t use your role as coach (and the potential appeal your
power generates) to coerce or manipulate your athletes.
This could easily be sexual harassment and thus is illegal.
Your job and your long-term professional reputation could
be at risk. Bullying your athletes, under the guise of
motivating them, is also not appropriate and considered
conduct unbecoming a professional. Equity and coaching
issues impacted by sexual harassment are crucial for you
and your athletes’ awareness. Read Sexual Harassment
and Sexual Relationships Between Coaches, Other Athletics
Personnel and Athletes: The Foundation Position.

demonstrating a pattern that will impact all the people
in your life: partner, family, colleagues, athletes and
community. Coaching may be the most demanding of all
fields in that most coaches teach full-time in addition to
practices and competitions. College coaches have greater
travel demands than high school coaches and additional
time commitments related to recruiting. Fulfilling your
personal and coaching responsibilities may take some
ingenuity and consultation with your family and athletic
director. There are men who are coaches who bring their
children to practice and games or make arrangements to be
sure that the family is taken care of on competition nights.

Q31: As a father, I shoulder many family and work

More and more companies understand the importance of

responsibilities. I’m struggling to keep coaching and

work-site childcare (or release time for community service—

continue to have and take care of my home and

coaching) to the retention of talented employees. You may

children. Any advice?

wish to gather other coaches/parents in your school district

A: Coaching is very fulfilling, and it can also really fill time.
Research shows that even in two-parent families, women
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PART VI: SPECIAL CONCERNS OF
WOMEN COACHES
Q32: My athletes have only had male coaches. They

Q33: As a mother, I shoulder many family and work

hint at the preference for male coaches. Some of my

responsibilities. I’m struggling to keep coaching and

female coaching colleagues feel a need to become “one of

continue to have and take care of my home and

the boys” with regard to their coaching styles. I think that

children. Any advice?

there is a woman’s style of coaching that is very healthy.
How do I deal with this issue?

A: Please review what we included in Question and Answer
31 on page 27. Coaching is very fulfilling, and it can also

A: It’s a good idea to talk about coaching style and your

really fill time. Often, due to a history of sexism in family

philosophy of coaching with your athletes at the beginning

and work life and in athletics, the expectations for women

of each season; not in the context of a comparison to male

coaches can be overwhelming. Please remember that

coaches but from the perspective of the many different

your presence for girls and your capacity to manage a

kinds of coaching philosophies that exist. You should

confluence of roles serves as a positive and powerful model

contrast your style with other styles and emphasize how

for them. That doesn’t mean doing everything, especially

you think your style empowers athletes to learn about

not by yourself.

themselves and avoids motivation through fear, humiliation
or unhealthy codependency tactics. It’s important to
educate athletes to question any teaching technique that is
not healthy.
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PART VII: OTHER EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION ISSUES
Q34: I know coaches who have gone to interviews and

institution does have a policy against such discrimination,

been asked directly whether they are homosexual.

you should make the institution’s equal employment

However, more often, I confront more subtle forms of

opportunity representative aware of such practice. You may

discrimination like finding out that an employer asked one

wish to consult an attorney about additional options that

of my references about my marital status and whether I was

may be dependent on state laws.

a homosexual. What are my rights? What should I do in
these situations?

There are other hiring issues that are disallowed from the
interview process, such as your plans on getting pregnant,

A: If you are ever asked whether you are a homosexual in

how many years you expect to stay around, whether

an interview, whether you are or not, you should respond

your spouse/partner is locally employed and how your

that such a question is inappropriate to ask either a male

parent’s health might impact your availability. Mind your

or female job applicant. A person’s sexual orientation is a

communication skills by focusing on your job attributes and

private matter. If you are concerned that such a question

interest in the position.

might come up, you should find out before your interview
whether the institution has a non-discrimination policy
that includes sexual orientation. Then prepare yourself
with an answer. “Because I feel so strongly about the
professionalism of coaching, and I know that a nondiscrimination policy would disallow the question, it would
be inappropriate for me to answer.” If the institution does

Q35: My athletic department talks a lot about diversity
but does not practice what it advocates. What can I
do to make my athletic department more tolerant
of differences with regard to disability, ethnicity,
race, gender identity, sexual orientation and other
categories of diversity?

have such a policy, you might add if it is against the

A: Diversity training for employees and athletes is absolutely

institution’s policy to ask or answer such a question. If you

essential for a healthy working environment and a sound

find out that such a question was asked about you and the

educational environment for athletes. All of us are biased
in some way and can benefit from diversity training. You
should ask your athletic director to offer both athlete and
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staff diversity training programs. If your athletic director
is unresponsive, you should contact the personnel office,
student health center or Office of Student Affairs to inquire
if such programs are offered upon request. The retention
of athletes with varied backgrounds with regard to race,
ethnicity, disability, gender identity and sexual orientation
often depends on the environment of attitudes, treatment
and values that you create.
Q36: My athletic director has asked me to look for
another job because of my sexual orientation, even

Among head coaches of women’s
teams, 15% of female coaches and
9% of male coaches reported that
they found a “noticeable level
of homophobia” among some of
their colleagues.

though I am very careful to keep my personal life separate

School officials who threaten lesbian, gay and bisexual

from my private life and have no personal interactions with

coaches or teachers often assume that the individual will

my students. What should I do?

resign rather than risk having their sexual identity become

A: This could be a blatant example of discrimination.
The athletic director might want to fire you, but instead is
setting you up to resign. Ask the AD to explain how your job
performance is unsatisfactory. Insist that the AD provide
specific examples. Do not resign. You do not need to fight
this alone. Get a lawyer or contact one of several national
organizations that provide legal advice or represent people
who have been discriminated against on the basis of sexual
orientation, such as the American Civil Liberties Union or
the National Lesbian Rights Center. Find out if you live in a
state that has enacted a non-discrimination law prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Check
to see if your school has a non-discrimination policy that
includes sexual orientation. Even if your state or school
does not have such a law or policy, recent court cases
demonstrate that sexual orientation alone is not legal

public. These administrators are often not prepared to
follow up on a threat when coaches and teachers challenge
the legality of being fired solely on the basis of sexual
orientation. Athletic directors sometimes threaten coaches,
but do not have the backing of their supervisors who are
more familiar with non-discrimination laws. Decide whether
or not you are prepared to make your sexual orientation
public if that becomes necessary to keep your job. If you
have maintained good professional ethics, you deserve to
be treated accordingly. Gather the support of colleagues,
friends and family. Remember that every time a lesbian
or gay coach or teacher stands up against discrimination,
it makes it more difficult for school administrators to fire
people unfairly in the future. See a list of things you can do
if you think you are being discriminated against on the basis
of sexual orientation or gender identity/expression.

grounds for firing lesbian or gay teachers or coaches.
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PART VIII: COMPLAINT OR LAWSUIT?
Q37: I don’t know if the situation I’m encountering is a valid

There are also less-than-reliable sources online, using

cause for concern. I’m interested in good information,

their political point of view to make assertions and hype

rather than legal advice, on an issue like Title IX,

inaccurate claims. See the end of this guide for the names

sexual harassment or compensation systems. Who do

and contact information for credible organizations.

I talk to?

Q38: What is the difference between a complaint and a

A: There are many nonprofit and advocacy organizations

lawsuit? When should I file a complaint? When should I

that have “hotlines” for you to call for sound educational

file a lawsuit?

information. These services are very experienced at
counseling you to pursue valid solutions rather than
litigation. They will tell you that they are not giving legal
advice and may refer you to a licensed attorney if legal
advice is requested. Use of these services is considered
a sound step in thinking through how you should handle

A: We suspect that no one likes to file a formal complaint
or take a case to court. However, because of your particular
circumstances, you may decide that you must or will pursue
legal action. This is an introduction to the terminology and
the process, which may help you analyze your options.

your problem. Website services also abound these days,

Internal Institutional Conflict Resolution Procedure.

and many will provide information, FAQs (frequently asked

Typically, a complaint is an internal grievance process set

questions) and useful (as well as usable) case studies.

up through the educational institution to remedy problems.
Handling a complaint via a grievance process is good to

Thirty-one percent of female
coaches and 20% of male coaches
believe that they would “risk their
job” if they spoke up about Title IX
and gender equity.
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use if you were just treated poorly, not necessarily because
you are a woman or you coach women, a women’s team or
members of any protected class. If you are just experiencing
friction with a colleague over such things as your program
going over budget, cutting too many players, academic
excellence being unnoticed or an AD firing your assistant,
you may wish to take advantage of this institutional internal
conflict resolution procedure. The human resources
or personnel department may be your best source of
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information. Unions, depending upon your shared role

too many cases of people trying to get something from

as teacher or faculty, could also provide services on

the system without good cause: someone that didn’t show

your behalf.

up prepared to work for a month, got fired and then filed

External Complaint with a Governmental Agency. A
complaint may also be filed with an external governmental
agency, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) or the Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

a claim with the EEOC claiming they got fired because of
their gender, age or ethnicity. The best and easiest way to
file a complaint with OCR is to use its electronic or PDF
complaint form.

These complaints can only be made because you suffered

Lawsuit. The step beyond filing a complaint is a lawsuit.

an adverse employment action (not hired, not promoted,

A lawsuit must be filed by a person or by several persons

demoted, pay discrimination or fired) and such action was

who are directly affected by the discrimination. A lawsuit

due to discrimination against you because of your position

may be brought by you, personally, into the court. Or a

as a member of a protected status—race, gender, ethnicity,

governmental body may decide to prosecute. If the EEOC

age, disability or some other protected group. This type of

files the lawsuit, you do not have to pay for it, but you also

complaint is called a “charge of discrimination.” You are

don’t have a lot of control over the case. If you bring the

asking an agency of the government to come in and remedy

lawsuit, you pay the fees associated with bringing the suit.

discrimination. Remember that it is not enough that you

TIP: Try to arrange a meeting with EEOC

were treated poorly. It is OK for employers to treat their

representatives in person if you are going to file a

employees poorly and to fire them for no reason at all, just

complaint. Cooperate as much as possible with the

not because the employee is a woman, African-American,

investigator and always recognize that you have to

from Cuba or even old.

be a good advocate for yourself. Be prepared for

Think of the EEOC and OCR as being like the police. Their

this meeting—with plenty of documentation and

job is to make sure that no one is breaking the law in an

anecdotes that support your contentions.

employment context. Unfortunately, they don’t have enough
money to track down all complaints, and they are often
overworked. Remember that EEOC and OCR investigators
probably wanted to work for those agencies because
they wanted to make the world a better place, free of

Q39: I have a good case but prefer not to go to court.
I’d rather take non-legal action. But I want advice on
where I stand and whether I have as good a case as I
think. Do I call an attorney?

discrimination. If you can find an intersection that gets them

A: Yes. You will feel much more comfortable moving forward

interested, they can be very helpful. They have investigated

through political or institutional channels if you know you
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are on solid legal ground should the issues or decisions you

took the risk. This is only fair. If you pay for the attorney, all

are concerned about become critical enough to contemplate

the “winnings” go to you, and you just pay attorney’s fees.

a lawsuit. Only attorneys are qualified to give legal advice.
And, one attorney’s advice might not be correct or even
what’s best for you. Additionally, a court has the potential
to take certain actions, such as issuing a temporary
restraining order or a preliminary injunction, which the
federal government agencies do not. Having the school

Attorneys are hesitant about taking cases on contingency
because if the case goes all the way to trial, they will spend
many hours and weekends working for you with a high risk
of losing even the very best cases. There is no such thing as
a “slam dunk” in any litigation situation.

immediately undertake a certain action or refrain from

Even if an attorney takes a case on a contingency basis, this

taking an action may be an important consideration.

usually means that there will be a waiver of fees pending a

Q40: How much do I have to spend to talk to an
attorney to determine if I even have a case?
A: Probably nothing. There are nonprofit organizations

positive outcome. There are other non-fee “out-of-pocket”
costs associated with filing a lawsuit that may not be
waived. So remember that you will probably be asked to pay
copying, filing and other fees if you end up going to court.

that exist to provide free legal advice or services that will
refer you to attorneys who will provide a pro-bono half-hour
consultation to determine if you have a cause of action
(see end of guide for contact information). Even if you call
an attorney yourself, most law firms will provide a gratis
30-minute consultation without starting their “fee clocks.”
For a referral to an attorney in your area, please contact the
Foundation’s Advocacy Hotline at 800.227.3988 or Info@
WomensSportsFoundation.org.

TIP: Find an attorney to take the case for a limited
purpose (such as, through the EEOC process and
the writing of a demand letter but not if it goes to
litigation). This approach makes it less risky for an
attorney who might be more willing to take the case
on a contingency basis—paid only if you win. If the
school is responsive to a demand letter, the entire
award goes to you, and you won’t have to share
it with the attorney. If you (1) are confident about

Q41: Is it possible to find an attorney who will take me

your claim, (2) have supporting documents and

on a “contingency” basis—for no fee?

witnesses, and (3) have talked to more than one

A: Yes, but you must remember that if an attorney takes a
case on a contingency basis, you want the lawyer to take
the risk rather than you. If you win the case, a significant
amount of your “winnings” will go back to the attorney who
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attorney and they are all “drooling over you,” you
may wish to pay for the attorney (instead of agreeing
to a contingency fee) so you won’t have to share the
award. But remember, lawyer’s fees during litigation
can run into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
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Q42: Who can I trust to help me?
A: It is important for you to discern people’s willingness and
expertise in supporting your action plans. Three categories
of individuals will all become part of your network.

Plaintiffs’ Lawyers and Defense Lawyers. There are
plaintiffs’ lawyers and defense lawyers. When involved in an
employment dispute, search out a plaintiffs’ employment
lawyer. The Women’s Sports Foundation, Public Justice
Foundation, the National Women’s Law Center and other

Institutional Employees. In general, if you have a

nonprofit organizations that specialize in gender equity

complaint about institutional policy or actions taken by an

advice will refer you to the right type of attorney after they

employee of an institution, it is important to remember

are informed of your situation.

that the institution will always act to protect itself against

TIP: Whenever you speak to an attorney, whether

litigation and act in its best interests, which may not be your

you end up hiring one to represent you, ask the

best interest. Therefore, it is unwise to place a great deal

attorney what he or she thinks. Pay close attention

of trust in anyone who is employed by the institution, such

to the questions the attorney asks. The depth and

as the Equal Employment Opportunity Director or the Title

direction of questions can be as informative as the

IX Compliance Officer. However, these individuals are also

prospective attorney’s answers to your questions.

likely to know the law and be concerned with institutional

Write down everything that’s said and take a little

liability. If they are given a copy of the Equal Employment

time to analyze what you’ve learned. Experience

Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) guidelines on coaches’

in employment, sport, gender and school-based

compensation and benefits, they may be more receptive

cases (a specialist) will provide a track record well

than athletic directors. They will be more likely to respect

worth your study.

EEOC policy statements and directives, while many athletic
directors think they can ignore such dictates.
Lawyers. You can always trust YOUR lawyer or any lawyers

Q43: If filing a lawsuit, should I go to a state or
federal court?

you privately interview (no one else in the room) to take

A: Some states have state laws that protect against gender

your case (not your school’s lawyers!) to keep anything you

discrimination. For example, the Minnesota Department

tell them confidential. No matter what, this information will

of Human Rights will represent a citizen for free if he or

remain confidential, even if someone asks you what you told

she has a valid complaint. If you’re filing a lawsuit, you’ll

the lawyer or what the lawyer told you. No one can compel

probably have a lawyer, and the lawyer will make the

you to reveal conversations with a lawyer, even a judge.

decision of which court to file in. If you’re suing under the
Equal Pay Act (EPA) or Title VII, you will have to go to the
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) first,

they know the federal judges and their tendencies based on

and the EEOC will generally tell you first if there is a state

rulings made in similar cases.

agency that will handle your claim.

Q44: What is a realistic idea of what to expect when

TIP: Remember, for a Title VII Equal Employment

filing a complaint or lawsuit with regard to how

Act claim, you only have 180 days (300 days in

long it will take to complete a lawsuit, costs, mental

states with fair employment agencies) after an

anguish, etc.?

employer gives you “an adverse employment
action” to file your claim. You cannot skip this
step and go to court. You must go through this
procedural step before you go to court anyway,
so, no matter where you live, the EEOC is a good
place to start. If you suspect discrimination, it’s
also best to act promptly. Note: The 180-day rule
does not apply to EPA claims, because you do not
have to suffer an adverse employment action. In
other words, nothing has to “happen” before you
can sue—the fact that you’re getting paid less is
enough to get the ball rolling. The EEOC website
(https://www.eeoc.gov) will provide the most
current and accurate information.

A: The timeline could be years, the cost may be huge, a lot
or nothing at all, and emotionally, you will go through agony.
And this is justice? To give you an example, the Vicki Dugan
case took almost three years and $500,000 in attorney’s
fees. In her words, “from the beginning of my career at
OSU, my job was funded to fail. Not only was I paid less
than male coaches in similar jobs at OSU, the school did
not invest in my program to make my team competitive in
the conference. Unlike other teams in the Pac-10, we lacked
resources, assistant coaches, and scholarships to attract
top-notch players. Then, when I exercised my right to free
speech by cooperating with federal investigators conducting
a review of OSU’s Title IX compliance, the school threatened
to drop women’s softball altogether. Later, I was fired and

Title VII, Title IX and the EPA are all federal laws under

replaced by a male coach.”2 She won, so the other side

which most people sue in federal court. If there are state

had to pay her attorney’s fees on top of her damages. The

laws that also cover discrimination, they are usually tacked

bottom line is you cannot wait for the lawsuit to be over in

on, but such suits are typically duplicative. Florida, for

order to get on with your life. You have to live through it.

example, has a state Title IX law that actually gives athletes
more protection than the federal law. Sometimes lawyers
will decide to use the state remedies exclusively, because
2
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Q45: How can I get help? Who do I call? When should I

like an executive assistant taking notes at a board meeting.

talk with an attorney?

Here’s a reasonable sample of what we mean:

A: Most attorneys will meet once to talk about taking the

Dear Dr. A Count,

case. It’s like recruiting—you are both checking each other
out. Make sure you feel comfortable with this person.
Depending on the type of fee agreement you make with the
attorney, you might have to pay an attorney for an hour’s
advice. Get the best attorney you can for an hour and
record this conversation with the attorney’s consent. Tell
your attorney everything—you want an honest evaluation. If
you file with your university’s grievance policy or the EEOC
on your own, use every word from your attorney.

Thank you for speaking with me this afternoon about next
year’s soccer team. We discussed our final win-loss record
and how I would need to win three more games next season
to get a merit pay increase. I also requested increasing my
salary if I completed my master’s degree next spring, and
you agreed that was in keeping with the salary schedule.
You confirmed the new men’s coach would not be paid
more than I would be paid, even from outside resources. I
also relayed my concern that the women I coach receive far

Q46: Should I record (or how should I document) my

fewer scholarships (over 30%), less equipment and poorer

conversations with the athletic director?

facilities than male athletes. The fact that you recognized

A: You should not record conversations with your athletic
director because surreptitious taping is illegal in many
states. Taping also puts people on the defensive and
doesn’t make for good relations in general. Many juries
frown on taping conversations—it makes the employee
look as if he or she has something to hide. However, every
time you have a conversation with your supervisor about
your job, you should write a letter or e-mail confirming
the contents of the conversation. Just make it a habit.
If you do it in the good times, when you and the AD are
buddy-buddy, your boss won’t get flustered that you do it
when you’re having a conflict. It can be a very reinforcing
communication: “Thanks for taking the time to talk. Your
advice was really appreciated…” Do not “editorialize” in this
e-mail or fight about what was said. This note should read
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these issues and projected solutions by the year 2020 was
appreciated. However, I know you understood my position
that this is far too long for our students to wait. I requested
and am looking forward to receiving a copy of the school’s
gender equity plan. Thank you for agreeing to provide this in
the next week.
Coach Claire Itty
You get the picture. Then when you finish your master’s
degree and win three more games, you will have
justification for a salary increase based on what you were
told by your supervisor. Remember that this record-keeping
is all just part of the regular course of business. If you want
to write a letter or e-mail that argues a point and is other
than a record of what occurred, it should be contained in a
second (and separate) communication.
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PART IX: WHERE TO FIND HELP
American Association of University Women

National High School Coaches Association

www.aauw.org

www.nhsca.com

202.785.7700

610.923.0900

American Civil Liberties Union

National Women’s Law Center

www.aclu.org

www.nwlc.org

212.549.2500

202.588.5180

Feminist Majority Foundation

Positive Coaching Alliance

http://feminist.org

www.positivecoach.org

703.522.2214

866.725.0024

Gay and Lesbian Athletic Foundation

Public Justice Foundation

http://glaf.org

www.publicjustice.net

617.588.0600

202.797.8600

Human Kinetics

Women’s Sports Foundation

www.humankinetics.com

www.WomensSportsFoundation.org

800.747.4457

800.227.3988

National Center for Lesbian Rights
www.nclrights.org
415.392.6257
National Federation of State High School Associations
www.nfhs.org
317.972.6900
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PART X: RESOURCES FOR COACHES
Coaches’ Corner: A comprehensive LGBTQ inclusion

Women’s Sports Foundation. (2009). Step by Step: A

resource for coaching professionals in college, professional,

Practical Guide to Assessing and Achieving Gender Equity in

club and youth sports.

School Sports

http://mycoachescorner.org

http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/athletes/

Enforcement Guidance on Sex Discrimination in the
Compensation of Sports Coaches in Educational

for-athletes/know-your-rights/parent-resources/step-by-stepguide-school-sports

Institutions. EEOC Notice Number 915.002 Date 10/29/97

Women’s Sports Foundation. (2007). Who’s Playing College

http://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/coaches.html

Sports: Trends in Participation

First Line of Defense: Essential Legal Protections for LGBT
Coaches and Staff . NCLR & Athlete Ally.
http://www.nclrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/
WBCA-Legal-Protections-LGBT-Coaches-42016.pdf
NCAA Champions of Respect: Inclusion of LGBTQ StudentAthletes and Staff in NCAA Programs
A practical resource for athletic administrators, coaches
and student-athletes for LGBTQ Inclusion in college sports.
https://www.ncaapublications.com/p-4305-champions-of-

http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/sitecore/content/
home/research/articles-and-reports/school-and-colleges/
trends-in-participation.aspx
Women’s Sports Foundation. Sexual Harassment and
Sexual Relationships Between Coaches, Other Athletic
Personnel and Athletes: The Foundation Position
https://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/sitecore/
content/home/advocate/title-ix-and-issues/title-ix-positions/
sexual_harassment.aspx

respect-inclusion-of-lgbtq-student-athletes-and-staff-in-ncaa-

Women’s Sports Foundation. (2016). Beyond X’s & O’s:

programs.aspx

Gender Bias and Coaches of Women’s College Sports.

Women’s Sports Foundation. (2009). Play Fair: A Title IX
Playbook for Victory
http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/athletes/

http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/home/research/
articles-and-reports/school-and-colleges/beyond-xs-and-os/
beyond-xs-and-os-report

for-athletes/know-your-rights/parent-resources/play-fair-atitle-ix-playbook-for-victory
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